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The following information has been received from a reliable
source:"A meeting of the Central London Branch of the Irish Solidarity
Campaign was held at the 'Earl Russell' P.H., Pancras Korvi
Ni, from 9 pm to 10.30 pm on 210..71. The Chairman was Privacy!
Privacy
; there were 16 nesons
Privacy and the secretary l
Presen .
V
Gery LAWLESS gave a brief account of the Executive Committee
meetinp7 herd in Birmingham on 17.1.71. The main topic discussed
there was the demonstration arranged for larch 14. It had
been suggested that as that date was very near St. Patrick's
Day much of the effect of a demonstration would be lost, however,
no alternative date had yet been agreed on. The subject of
membership cards had been discussed and had been referred to
the Central London Branch for arrangements to be made regarding
production, etc.
ri-i-iWa"Cifthen nut forward his proposal that a five man committee
be formed to discuss all administrative matters Prior to the
!led the opposition
Privacy
start of the meeting proner. I
to this because he thought that members WTIld not be fully
was also against
aware of what was happening. 1
Privacy
er-profT6sal that the committee
the proposal and put forward A- co
should consist of 3 persons - the secretary, the treasurer
and the Chairman - this he thought, would be more democratic.
After further discussion, during which the only: two who spoke
Privacy
in favour of the prOposal were LAWLESS and
ot
y1 withdrew his motion with the comment ilia-1-Te 11A
10-1
'a15-66-t-ed so much opposition ,and had only wanted_Io--try to make
Pnvacy jalso withdrew his proposal.
the branch more efficient.

A

LAWLESS next gave a report of a meeting held on Tuesday 19.1.71.,
at the 'Roebuck' P.H., to which most Irish organisations in
London had sent representatives. The meetinr had been called
by NICRA to co-ordinate activities relating to demonstrations in
connection with the trial of 'Butch' R(ACH and Bowes EGAH in
February. It had been decided that the meeting arranged for
5.2.71, at Conway Hall would be a joint operation and there
would be speakers. from the various organisations involved. The
and the speakers who had accepted
Privacy
Chairman would he
Gary LAWLESS
Privacy
;(1.(k
Bowes
were
fare to
the
could
afford
he
provided
,
1
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to
able
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not
will
MP
DEVLIN
-Ge
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time.
the
at
America
she will be in
The pickets outside the Old Bailey would be from 11 am to 4 pm
on the first and last days of the trial and from 2 - 4 pm on
the other days.
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Both LAWLESS and
Privacy
'thought that the signs were
good for a possible permanent link-up with NICRA. They sal('
the fact that the leadership of NICRA which had previously
opposed the old ICRSC was now out of favour within NICRA
itself and this was likely to help towards such a merger.
LAWLESS announced that there would be another meeting. on
Wednesday 27.1.71, at the 'Roebuck' P.R., L
Privacy
and
were elected as official representatives from
1 _ Privacy
Cen-tral London ISC; LAWLESS and Privacy will also attend as
members of the Executive Committee.
There then followed -a long abortive discussion on the posters
to be prepared for the pickets at the Old Bailey.
The following were among those present:-
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Gery_LAWIESS

Privacy
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APPENDIX

Appendix to Special Branch retort on a meeting of the Central Branch of the
ISC held on 21.1.71.
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Privacy
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